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NAME: MCO—Official airport designator for Orlando International
Airport (designator named after McCoy Air Force Base)
AVIATION AUTHORITY: The airport is operated and managed by the
Greater Orlando Aviation Authority (GOAA), which consists of a
seven-member board; five are appointed by the Governor of Florida, one is
the Mayor of Orlando and one is the Mayor of Orange County.
LAND & FACILITIES: A total of 13,297 acres (5,381 hectares/21 square
miles) comprises the airport property, making it the third largest airport in
landmass in the United States.

REGIONAL ECONOMIC IMPACT
$26 Billion in annual direct & indirect revenue
18,000 airport employees
$435,216,000 budget in FY 2014
230+ commercial contracts
137 food, beverage & retail locations

THE ORLANDO EXPERIENCE ®
DESIGN CONCEPT: The airport was developed as a total

FEATURES: Four parallel North/South runways

environmentally responsive complex. The Orlando Experience ®

Two 12,000 by 200 foot runways

is a design theme conveyed throughout the airport with a focus

One 10,000 by 150 foot runway and

on unique architecture, aesthetics, convenience of amenities, artwork and customer service to exceed the passenger’s expectations.

One 9,000 by 150 foot runway

MISSION & VISION: To provide safe, secure, customer-friendly
and affordable services and facilities that promote The Orlando
Experience ® To advance Orlando and the surrounding region as

Total airport terminal space of more than 6.5 million sq. feet

SNAPSHOT OF HISTORICAL PASSENGER DATA
TOTAL TRAFFIC

INTERNATIONAL TRAFFIC

the premier intermodal transportation gateway for global
commerce.

1971– 1,287,540

1976– 2205

1981– 6,072,145

1984– 268,660

LOCATION: Centrally located within a two-hour drive of 50%
of Florida’s population, MCO is well positioned to support the

1991– 18,411,945
2001– 28,253,248

1991– 2,010,843
2008– 2,686,913

region’s continual growth and development. Major arterial

2010– 34,877,899

2010– 3,245,799

highways and future railways will ideally connect MCO to the

2011– 35,426,436

2011– 3,502,584

southeast United States. Proximity to nearby Port Canaveral

2012– 35,288,887

2012– 3,784,729

results in more opportunities for regional growth.

2013– 34,768,945

2013– 3,945,574

